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By 2020, 40% of the B2B enterprises will use price optimization algorithms to dynamically deliver product 

pricing.

By 2020, 25% of leading online sellers will have enabled their first-generation  

capabilities.

“commerce comes to you”

The digital interaction journey begins with how easily a customer lands up in the site by searching their 

requirement online.
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Importance of Digital Platforms in realizing digital journeys

Essential Components of Digital Journeys driven by Digital Platforms

By 2020, customers will manage 85% of their relationship 

with an enterprise without interacting with a human
“

”- Gartner

The definition of the term “digital journey” in an enterprise’s road to achieving greater customer satisfaction 

has its origin in the industrial revolution. That was the age when industries took to automatic units to reduce 

manual intervention, throughout the product’s lifecycle, to achieve accurate results in a shorter span of time. 

The modern definition of digital journey is all about harnessing technology’s ever-evolving capabilities at the 

right stages of interactions to understand the customer well enough to engage them productively throughout 

their lifecycle. From then to now, and even to the inventions beyond, digital journeys would always look to 

refine customer interactions to the point where the product and the user are seamlessly connected within 

their ecosystems to extract greater value from each other.

Today, digitization drives the consumer and the company. The products that are built with digitization at its 

core, like Netflix, Uber etc., are the ones that disrupt even the traditional billion dollar markets. The markets are 

valued in terms of digital commerce which is defined by as, “Buying and selling interactions among 

businesses, people and things for products/services via digitalization technologies” and the key enabler to all 

these is the digital platform.

Gartner 

An integrated Digital platform is an all-in-one framework that lets companies create and manage their unique 

customer interaction strategies by encompassing the capabilities of big data, analytics, CMS, social media etc. 

The rise of Digital platforms as an essential component in enterprises’ digital transformation journey was a 

logical evolution to the rising omnichannel interfacing popularity.

The definition of digital platforms start right from a simple ecommerce platform to mighty suites that offer a 

powerful, secure and omnichannel way for enterprises to build and nurture their customer journeys. Gartner, 

in the Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce 2017, has also offered some predictions for the future:

To understand the essential components of a digital journey, it is important the different phases of it. Take the 

example of a simple insurance product purchase:

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-3YFLWU0&ct=170420&st=sb
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To sum-up, every customer interaction journey has these basic, if not all, core components: Stable Infrastructure 

support, Omnichannel user-interface with personalization, solid content management system, intelligent big 

data and analytics system and a wholesome digital marketing plan.

The idea can even be refined to suit the digital journey narrative of complex landscapes like BFSI sectors where 

the risk and relevance factors in building individual customer journeys are far greater than an average retail 

purchase. But the common thread connecting these varieties of customer interaction journey is the quest to 

achieve ultimate customer satisfaction.

Realizing Digital Journey with Episerver

The next phase of how well the customer is nurtured depends a lot on technological infrastructure of 

the website: from easily navigable product pages to a glitch-free completion. 

The final and the most crucial stage ends with helpful recommendations related to their selection and 

can also branch in to a whole new journey, immediately or in the future, depending upon the analytics 

capability of the company to constantly and constructively engage the buyer. 

Inspiration: Creating and nurturing a comprehensive vision with clear targets.

Insights: Deriving valuable customer satisfaction metrics by linking it with key performance indicators.

Improvement: Focussing and redesigning journeys with dynamic digital elements.

Institutionalization: Building a successful customer-centric culture as a part of organizational success 

mantra.

A McKinsey  has devised four key elements to achieving a superior customer experience:study

Episerver offers content, commerce, multi-channel marketing and predictive analytics as a unified The Episerver 
TMDigital Experience Cloud  PaaS platform. Being consistently ranked as a leader in digital commerce platforms 

in the market, Gartner  Episerver as the front-runner with a complete vision and wholesome context of 

digital businesses.  

One of the famous examples of the platform’s efficiency in transforming simple websites to an omnipotent, 

immersive platform is that of . The Automobile giant aimed to improve their customer engagement with 

an intelligent site that would provide their customers with all the relevant information in the most effective way 

possible. With Episerver’s Digital Experience Cloud, they developed a brand new site that is faster and smoother 

with an impeccable customer engagement interface. As a result, the company’s website saw over 5 million 

unique users and 200% improvement in the engagement in the first 2 months of its launch.  

With a well-built core framework and a series of specialized acquisitions, Episerver has extended its dominance 

further as an integrated content and commerce platform in the market today. 

Under Episerver Digital Experience Cloud, the platform nurtures a wide range of products- namely Episerver 

CMS, Marketing, Digital Commerce, Personalization, and Social- to cover end-to-end components of a successful 

digital experience ecosystem. Some of the applications of the Episerver components in building customer’s 

digital journey are as follows:

 considers

Mazda’s

http://www.episerver.com/about/news/press-room/pressreleases/episerver-named-a-leader-in-gartner-2016-magic-quadrant-for-web-content-management-for-second-successive-year/
http://www.episerver.com/solutions/our-customers/featured/mazda/
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Gone are the days where an Omnichannel strategy for business is considered as a luxury to 

improve sales. With market scope expanding and the traditional players upping their digital 

game even in the conservative corners of the market, a seamless omnichannel experience is 

gradually becoming a mandatory part of customer’s user experience metrics. Episerver’s Digital 

Commerce platform aims to showcase the brand as consistently superior to its competitors across 

all its channels. From refined product searches, improved campaign management techniques to 

seamless integration of the complete Episerver platform with any industry-leading CRM solution, 

Episerver’s platform brings a unique set of strengths for brands to improve their sales.

Episerver Digital Marketing:

Episerver Commerce:

Episerver CMS: 

Ever since the concept of marketing was identified as a legitimate way to improve sales, content 

personalization has been considered as the Holy Grail for improving customer satisfaction. The 

difference today is that the metric has become specific that companies are making conscious 

efforts to offer individual-level personalization. Armed with futuristic machine learning algorithms 

and intelligent analytics solutions, Episerver’s Personalization platform helps companies to 

understand their customers better. By focussing and harnessing the power on individual user 

data, Episerver’s platform will help brands to see the broader perspective and build unique, 

successful narratives for their target markets.

A decade ago, Social media was solely considered as a platform where individuals can find and 

build personal connections online. Now, for businesses to go that extra mile to obtain greater 

grasp and connect of their user base, a solid social media strategy has become mandatory. 

Episerver Social helps brands build trend-conscious social media platforms and generate organic 

conversations and in-turn greater traffic to their websites. From clutter-free API designs to user-

friendly portals, Episerver’s social platform can help businesses build a friendly space for their 

clients and prospects to build a profitable, symbiotic relationship with their brand.

Episerver Personalization:

Episerver Social:

Asserted by  as a 2017 leader in web content management systems, Episerver has been 

described as a “solid platform across core CMS architecture that keeps pace with modern 

developer expectations”. Episerver CMS aims to bring everything that marketers would need- 

from an intact intranet-extranet connectivity, intelligent-led generation management tools to 

extensive customer service tools to create unique and personalized content for the customers- to 

build and run campaigns that is adept to the demands of the digital world. 

Forrester

A 2017 study  that there are 1.24 billion websites in the world. With Internet penetration 

across continents getting wider than ever, businesses, irrespective of where they are along their 

digital transformation journey, must have a solid digital marketing strategy to even gain visibility 

in the online market. Episerver’s digital marketing platform fine-tunes enterprises’ digital strategy 

by empowering them to raise their stakes beyond simple SEO optimization. From simple A/B 

testing tools to intelligent personalization and collaboration algorithms, Episerver’s platform 

guarantees unique and scalable digital marketing strategies for experts and beginners alike.

reports

https://reprints.forrester.com/#/assets/2/367/'RES132941'/reports
https://hostingfacts.com/internet-facts-stats-2016/
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Charles Galunic, Professor at INSEAD,  an important distinction between digitization and building 

digital journey as the latter is more about organizational effectiveness than computing-based effectiveness. So 

when enterprises think about building their own digital strategy, they have to stop and ponder at how the 

change will enable them to orchestrate the overall organizational structure so that they internalize the values 

that they portray before their customers. A solid digital transformation platform, and not individual attempts to 

digitization, will help them achieve this comprehensive goal for a more scalable success.

Episerver’s PaaS Platform blends the requisites of both the enterprise and customer ends to create the unique 

recipe for greater customer experience management. To know more about the platform, .

lays out

click here
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